MODEL: T1CH

.45 ACP 20 ROUND
Barrel: 18” Finned
Length: 41” overall
We i g h t : 1 3 l b s
Sights: Blade front, open rear adjustable
Stock: Walnut fixed stock and vertical foregrip
Finish: Case Hardened Finish
Magazine: 20 round stick

When the original Thompson sub-machine gun was made,
its design epitomized an era when firearms were works of
art crafted in wood and steel. Each gun a hand machined
example of American ingenuity and creativity. AutoOrdnance has kept that tradition alive with its gorgeous
blue steel, hard wood stocked Thompson carbines. Now we
are taking the art of the Thompson to a new level with our
new “Case Hardened” Tommy Guns.
This time honored tradition of working steel produces
distinct and unique patterns of color long sought after by
firearms aficionados. The Auto-Ordnance “Case Hardened”
Tommy Guns are each a work of art, covered in a beautiful,
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swirling finish. Beneath the colorful surface is an all steel, 18”
barreled, 1927 pattern Thompson, chambered in powerful
.45 ACP. The stock, forearm, and grip are Walnut.
While every Auto-Ordnance Thompson is made to replicate
the look of the original guns, they are also equipped with a
precisely machined barrel. This guarantees that they may
look like an original Tommy Gun, but they will shoot with a
level of accuracy the originals could not match. The AutoOrdnance “Case Hardened” Thompson gives today’s shooter a
chance to own a beautifully finished piece of American military
history, and experience legendary shooting performance with
every trip to the range!

MSRP: $2,003
The Kahr Firearms Group family combines Kahr Arms, Magnum Research, and Auto-Ordnance, into a single American brand providing products of exceptional quality for the
discerning consumer. Kahr Arms is the original expert at making compact, semi-automatic pistols. The C, P, and K series handguns represent the best option for concealed
carry. Magnum Research Inc. produces the Desert Eagle, and BFR handguns. The recognized magnum handgun experts, Magnum Research also produces the ultralight, super
accurate SwitchBolt rimfire rifle. Auto-Ordnance manufactures a range of historical firearm reproductions, including the legendary Tommy Gun, 1911 pistol, and M1 Carbine.
All three brands make up the Kahr Firearms Group family of firearms.

Join us: @auto_ordnance, @kahrfirearms, @magnumresearchinc

Auto-Ordnance is part of Kahr Firearms Group.

